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Ø  Some phonological patterns are typologically 
more common than others. Why is that? 

Ø  One possibility: transmission and learning biases 

²  e.g., patterns involving fewer features are learned 
more easily than those which involve more 

  (see Moreton & Pater, 2012 for review). 

 
 

Ø  We investigate the nature of learning biases 

²  What do learners infer about phonological 
processes in a new language based on 
limited exposure to that language? 

²  Training: two processes in independent 
contexts, with potential for interaction. 

²  Testing: resolution of novel underlying 
sequences where the processes interact. 

²  Analysis: learners’ preferences among 
resolutions of novel underlying sequences. 

(1) epenthesis between identical Cs ∅ → a / Ci __ Ci /sot/ + /toɡ/ → [sotatoɡ] (1) 

(2) place assimilation ʃ,ʒ → s,z / __ alveolar /toʃ/ + /toɡ/ → [tostoɡ]  

 labialization ʃ,ʒ → f,v / __ alveolar /toʃ/ + /toɡ/ → [toftoɡ] (2) 

(3) lateralization (filler) ɾ → l / __ C /doɾ/ + /toɡ/ → [doltoɡ] (3) 
 

Participants (n=61, native English) were trained to form noun + adjective compounds. 

Assimilation 
language 

Labialization 
language 

Potential for interaction: 
place assimilation poten-
tially feeds epenthesis. 
/…ʃ/ + /s…/ → …ss… 

No potential for interaction 
between labialization and 

epenthesis. 
/…ʃ/ + /s…/ → …fs… 

these critical items were withheld from 
training for both groups of participants  

128 training trials: 32 trials of each rule 
                          + 32 trials of no change 
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Training items 
presented pic-
torially, ortho-
graphically, 

and auditorily. 
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g Open-response test of with novel words and/or novel combinations of words. On each trial, participants were presented 
with a noun and an adjective in isolation and were asked to write down the corresponding noun + adjective compound. 

26 testing trials: 5 trials of each rule 
                      + 5 trials of no change 
           + 6 critical trials of /…ʃ/ + /s…/ 

   Assimilation 
learners 

Labialization 
learners  /boʃ/ + /seʒ/ 

no change  [boʃseʒ] 80 (41.7%) 28 (17.3%) 
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[bofaseʒ]  36 (18.8%) 1 (0.6%) 

epenthesis [boʃaseʒ] 23 (12.0%) 15 (9.3%) 
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[bovseʒ]  21 (10.9%) 7 (4.3%) 
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[bofseʒ]  16 (8.3%) 101 (62.3%) 

 
Ø  There is an apparent faithfulness bias. 

² Especially given the Assimilation learners’ uncertainty 
about interaction, there is a strong bias toward no change. 

Ø  There is flexibility and innovation. 
² All learners spontaneously innovated, demonstrating 

flexible use of knowledge to avoid disallowed sequences. 

* Significance assessed by mixed-effects logit models for the predicted responses. 

Ø  The Assimilation learners correctly inferred interaction. 
² They were hesitant to apply place assimilation alone. 
²   Our interpretation: b/c the result of doing so would be subject to epenthesis. 

Ø  The Labialization learners correctly inferred no interaction. 
² They correctly applied labialization alone most of the time. 
² Our interpretation: b/c the result of doing so is not subject to epenthesis. 

➢ epenthesis (alone or not) for
Assimilation learners  > epenthesis (alone or not) for

Labialization learners  (p<.01)* 

➢ labialization for
Labialization learners > place assimilation for

Assimilation learners (p<.001)* 

➢ Among Assimilation learners, strong preference for no change (41.7%) 
or epenthesis (30.8%) over place assimilation alone (8.3%). 

➢ Among Labialization learners, overwhelming preference for labializa-
tion (62.3%), followed by no change (17.3%) and epenthesis (9.9%). 
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